Volunteers with Nerve Injury Are Needed for a Brain Research Study!

A Washington University research study seeks volunteers to find out about how the brain controls the left hand, and how that differs for people with nerve injury.

Volunteers must meet the following criteria:
- Be 18 or older
- Be right-handed
- Have a nerve injury that affects the right hand, arm or shoulder
- Not have metal implants in their body

Participation includes the following:
- 1-2 study visits (4-5 hours total)
- Hand movement testing
- Brain scanning with MRI
- $110 as compensation for time and effort

To find out more visit: [www.ot.wustl.edu/MRI|LeftHandStudy](http://www.ot.wustl.edu/MRI|LeftHandStudy)

Or contact:
314-747-7724
OT-NeuroLab@wustl.edu